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Science	Cases

With a new era of high cadence astronomy approaching, there is
a gap in routine photometric monitoring at near-ultraviolet
wavelength (𝛌 < 𝟒𝟎𝟎𝐧𝐦). This project aims to develop a low
cost UV survey telescope to fly above the ozone layer on a
commercial stratospheric balloon for months at a time.

Without interference from the bulk of the ozone layer GLUV
would be a unique system for studying and characterising high
energy transient events. The science cases for the GLUV are still in
development, however, here only the two main cases for
supernova physics are discussed (Sharp, Tucker, Ridden-Harper et
al. 2016 Proc.SPIE, 9908, 31).

Gravitational	Wave	Follow-up

With the detection of gravitational waves (GW) last year,
attention has turned to detecting optical counterparts to
mergers that produce gravitational waves. Optical and UV
counterparts are expected for binary neutron star and neutron
star—black hole mergers. with theory suggesting detectable
emission from binary black hole mergers if an accretion disk is
present.

The success of any follow-up campaign to LIGO triggers relies on
rapid survey of the target area. A GLUV network would be
suitable to perform rapid UV observations (Ridden-Harper et al.
in preparation).

Supernova	Physics	and	Cosmology

Figure	3:	
Expected light curves
generated from shock breakout
in different wavelengths,
highest variation is seen in UV.
Figure taken from Kasen et. al.
2010.

GLUV is a prime instrument for increasing our knowledge of
supernova progenitors. With GLUV, we expect to have at
minimum a daily cadence, allowing us to obtain well-sampled
UV light-curves, from shortly after explosion through maximum.
For SN-Ia’s, our cadence will allow us to detect the shock
interaction of a wide-range of progenitors systems, both single
and double-degenerate systems. The high-cadence will also
allow us to constrain the rise-time of the supernova. With a full
network of GLUVs, we should also be able to have a high-enough
cadence (hours) to detection the shock breakout in CCSN."

• Wavelength		range	𝟐𝟓𝟎—𝟒𝟎𝟎𝐧𝐦
• Aperture	𝟐𝟎—𝟑𝟎𝐜𝐦
• Expected	pointing	accuracy	< 𝟓’’
• Hour-daily	cadence

• Field	of	view	𝟕	𝐝𝐞𝐠𝟐	
• Altitude	> 𝟐𝟎𝐊𝐦
• Exposure	times	of	10-

300s	rolling	integrations

Ozone	Layer
Since GLUV is expected to fly within the ozone layer,
particular attention must be payed to the structure and
dynamics of the ozone layer. Contours of constant ozone
density follow a rough parabolic pattern with latitude.
Strong seasonal variation is also present, as shown in Fig.
1, which leads to a preference for GLUV to fly from winter
to spring.

Figure	1:	Seasonal	variation	of	the	ozone	layer,	with	
red	indicating	high	concentration.	
Left:	January,	Right:	July

With the current specifications
GLUV is expected to detect SN-Ia
out to 𝐳 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟐𝟑	(𝟏𝟎𝟎𝐌𝐩𝐜) and
detect SN-II out to 𝒛 ≈
𝟎. 𝟏𝟔	 𝟕𝟕𝟎𝑴𝒑𝒄 as seen in Fig. 2.

Current estimates suggest GLUV
must survey ~𝟏𝟓𝟎	𝐝𝐞𝐠𝟐 to detect
one SN-Ia per month.

Figure 2: UV light curves for the SWIFT
uvm2 filter. Credit P. Brown (TAMU)

Instrument	specifications

GLUV	is	ideal	for	science	cases	that	require	high	
cadence	observations	from	either	hemisphere	the		in	

near-UV	with	a	baseline	of	months.	


